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About This Game

──We cannot choose in this unfair world.

Hao-Chen Jiang did not understand what it was when he opened his eyes. Before him was a dim and dreary room that he had not
seen before. Trying to get up to turn on the lights, he finds that his arms are tied behind him and that is when he realizes that
he's been kidnapped. It is then that a mysterious girl appears before him and with a look of disdain tells him that he's been

kidnapped and unless his family agrees to pay a ransom he has no chance to escape. But perhaps there is more to this than just
money...

The rich boy stuck in his never changing daily life...
The fierce girl struggling for survival...

Two people in totally opposite positions in life.

During his days of imprisonment, they will learn of a world they were never aware of which will crumble away at their deep-
rooted prejudices. In the face of confusion and the choices before them, what will they find...?

A Light in the Dark is an original visual novel game from the creative minds of CreSpirit (Developers of Rabi-Ribi), Storia
(Developers of Dong-jin Rice-hime) and Narrator (Developers of Companion).

The game features a story part and an interactive part where Hao-Chen can examine the items around him as he tries to
formulate a plan to escape his kidnappers but beware of your stamina! A Light in the Dark also features multiple endings and

language options in English, Traditional Chinese and Simplified Chinese.
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veri gud ai rait it 11/9. I very much lked "Choice of Robots" and "Tin Star", but did not find "Community College Hero: Trial
by Fire" nearly as entertaining. Some of the characters are interesting (the most intriguing aspect of the game is trying to find
out each student's secret) and the game definitely has its moments, but writing is a bit ham-handed and there were two major
issues that greatly reduced the enjoyability for me:

- The plot is strictly rail-roaded. There are several occasions where you are offered various choices, only to see the game tell you
that what you chose was not possible after all and some of the choices you did not pick occurred instead. There are several odd
non-choices, where you are just asked to select an opinion that has no effect on anything. And the worst bit: none of the choices
you make actually affect the course of the main story;.basically your choices only affect which relationships and skills are
advanced, there are no multiple possible storylines. All these shortcomings are in direct contrast to what I'd expect from a
quality multiple-choice game.

- This does not feel llike a complete independent game. You start developing a character and following his\/her story, but in the
end everything is just left hanging in the air and you get an advertisement for the sequel \u2013 you are told merely the opening
chapters here. In my opinion this should definitely be marketed as part 1 of <n>, so that it would be clear that waiting and
further purchases are necessary to get the full story.. Very good game, old but good, worth buying during steam sale.. the game
is really fun, and over-all challenging, but i lack the ability to delete my game progress so that i may play smarter with my
upgrades. i dont think i will play for a while until is future is added.. Mexican Max Payne. Great interaction, engrossing
atmosphere, constantly surprising and fun.

And they gave it away for free!

One of the best VR experiences available. The translation isn't perfect, but it's much better than must of the indie asian stuff I
have been playing lately. The artwork is good, voice acting is not in English but I am fine with that, and the distortion animation
on the characters is a nice touch, subltley done, just enought to bring the still image to life, which is the best way to use the
technique, as large movements just don't look good when done this way.. invest several hours coloring the map just to start up
and find i'm starting from the beginning D; uninstalling, never play again >:[

//edit//
after the frustration faded i started again D;. https://youtu.be/_PcwZf_RLI0

Fly through the air with the greatest of ease bouncing from balloon to balloon to reach the end goal. Popping all the balloons and
collecting numerous coins around the level award completionist medals at the end.

A simple concept that is delivered well is what makes POPixel worth checking out. Each stage will challenge the player's
dexterity to make the jump and mentally to puzzle out the paths to pop and collect everything along the way.
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great mod/game made from a great game, can't wait for the finished version.. Exceptional tennis game! It has been worked on
after launch and is amazing now!. if there is a god, it's this game.. Absolutly fell in love with this game after the first few levels.
They take such a simple concept but through wonderful level design make it challenging but also guide you enough with well
placed atomixs in order to show you a possible path to the finish if you can time things right. Nice and fast paced and as soon as
you make a mistake you are right back into the action. no lull time which I find makes it hard to stop playing. Art stlye is very
fun and the hazards stand out nicely. We even made a video with our impressions!

https://youtu.be/7DKw_VNIpdo. This is your casual hidden object game - and there are many HOB scenes in there.
I reached the end it in 3+ hours. Got all achievements in the process (they apparently trigger upon completing puzzles - didn't
skip any so I don't know if it affects getting them when skipping)
There's no map but it would be completely useless as there's no going back to any visited place anyway.
Biggest issue, for me, was the interactivity of some objects in some scene that would be turned on after a given action. So, to
make it short, you're in for a lot of scanning the whole screen several times per scene ...

The hint system is new to me : the player must locate light bulbs, in various scenes, which are hint units (one bulb for one hint).
I ended up with 10 or so - and used 3 or 4 hints. Yes, I used hints in some scenes where I gave up scanning the entire screen
again to locate what had become interactive ... I also used one hint in a HOB scene because an object was behind a hat that was
NOT showed as movable when moing the mouse around...

Anyway, it was pleasant enough going there. I experienced no issue playing this game - it was on Win7 64bit.. Very challenging
but I like that. If you like Gradius style games this is what you want.. At this price it's a steal! The soundtrack is really amazing
and can be played on various occasions. This pack also includes some exlusives that are not in the game, so if you like the style
of the OST it's a must-have!. a pretty nice little game, kinda reminds me of the old fallout

pros:
- great time waster
- nice soundtrack
- gameplay that will not let you be bored
- a couple of classes to choose from, you can choose your playstyle
- strategy-based combat, requires teamwork in order to win, however there arent much players right now so this kinda doesnt
count
- clan-battles

cons:
- grindfest
- you can buy power-ups before a match that give you +20% HP, +15% DMG, etc... which makes it kinda pay2win, please note
that with enough teamwork this isnt too hard to overcome by f2p players.
- in the current state of the game, there is not much content, but the game just came out today, so there will likely be updates
- as of right now there are not much players, and most of the matches youll have 90% of the mercenaries being played by bots
- a stupid energy-system, you cannot play anymore if your energy is empty, you have to wait until it recovers.
- you can buy a premium account for a couple of days, which basically makes you a demi-god, now THIS is pay2win

i see lots of potential within this game, i really hope it can get better, but i still do recommend it, since its really fun to try out!.
For 2,99 i cant really recommend. To easy, unsmooth and glittery. Also gave me gripes and dizziness.

Pros: Visuals. Slow to load and confusing controls - I am a not an experienced gamer, but have no trouble playing most casual
games. This game is very frustrating for me.

Digital Soundtrack available NOW!:
Greetings, users!
We are happy to announce that our OST is now available on the Steam Store!

You can buy it as DLC for the game, which will download the music files on your game folder!

The OST includes all music made by featured artists, and will be updated with Broken Reality originals within a few weeks!
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Thanks for being patient as we "songify" our real-time soundtrack!

Here is the release track list for the OST:

Amantes del Futuro - Zombies en la Lacandonia (MP3)
BROKEN_CANYON - Nameless City (MP3 + FLAC)
BROKEN_CANYON - Stratosphere (MP3 + FLAC)
BROKEN_CANYON - Promise (MP3 + FLAC)
death's dynamic shroud - ℬÆ (MP3 + FLAC)
General Translator - Departing (MP3 + WAV)
General Translator - Back Again (MP3 + WAV)
General Translator - HD Memory Projector (MP3 + WAV)
General Translator - Ｖｉｒｔｕａｎｉｍｕｓ (MP3 + WAV)
猫 シ Corp - 都市フォーラム Consumer [kahvi] (MP3 + FLAC)
CYBEREALITYライフ - We Own the Streets (MP3)
CYBEREALITYライフ - (Hope to) See You Again (MP3)

Stay tuned as more news come along!

. Game is OUT!!!:
Wonderful users, the day is here!
Broken Reality is out NOW!!

Te celebrate, we're doing a 10% discount that will be running through December 6th!

We really hope you will enjoy this adventure, share it with friends and tell us what you think about it!

Backers: We highly reccomend deleting your older Backer Build datas because of changes done on the save database, and
various fixes that we did on the game throughout the month! Having said that, it may work, it's just less risky to do so! Plus, you
gotta check out what we did to all levels! :P

Hope you will all enjoy the game!
Thank you all so much for your support, feedback, bug reports and awesome vibes!

-DYNAMIC MEDIA TRIAD-. Interplanetary: Enhanced Edition Broken Reality Digital Soundtrack available NOW!:
Greetings, users!
We are happy to announce that our OST is now available on the Steam Store!

You can buy it as DLC for the game, which will download the music files on your game folder!

The OST includes all music made by featured artists, and will be updated with Broken Reality originals within a few weeks!
Thanks for being patient as we "songify" our real-time soundtrack!

Here is the release track list for the OST:

Amantes del Futuro - Zombies en la Lacandonia (MP3)
BROKEN_CANYON - Nameless City (MP3 + FLAC)
BROKEN_CANYON - Stratosphere (MP3 + FLAC)
BROKEN_CANYON - Promise (MP3 + FLAC)
death's dynamic shroud - ℬÆ (MP3 + FLAC)
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General Translator - Departing (MP3 + WAV)
General Translator - Back Again (MP3 + WAV)
General Translator - HD Memory Projector (MP3 + WAV)
General Translator - Ｖｉｒｔｕａｎｉｍｕｓ (MP3 + WAV)
猫 シ Corp - 都市フォーラム Consumer [kahvi] (MP3 + FLAC)
CYBEREALITYライフ - We Own the Streets (MP3)
CYBEREALITYライフ - (Hope to) See You Again (MP3)

Stay tuned as more news come along!

. Game on Review! // Get ready for launch on November 29th!:
Greetings, users!

After such a long journey (one that is still far from over) we are excited to announce that we've already submitted our full
build of Broken Reality to Steam for review!

That, and the current state of our internal build, lead us to confidently announce that the game will be ready for sale on Steam on
November 29th!

After release, we will work on providing quality Mac and Linux builds through Steam, so expect those to be delivered before the
end of the year!

We want to take a little moment to thank all users who have been giving us invaluable feedback these past few weeks. Your
passion, curiosity and downright thoroughness, helped us achieve the level of stability we dreamed of. Again, thank you from
the bottom of our hearts! <3

See you soon on the other side! ^_^

-DYNAMIC MEDIA TRIAD-. Game on Review! // Get ready for launch on November 29th!:
Greetings, users!

After such a long journey (one that is still far from over) we are excited to announce that we've already submitted our full
build of Broken Reality to Steam for review!

That, and the current state of our internal build, lead us to confidently announce that the game will be ready for sale on Steam on
November 29th!

After release, we will work on providing quality Mac and Linux builds through Steam, so expect those to be delivered before the
end of the year!

We want to take a little moment to thank all users who have been giving us invaluable feedback these past few weeks. Your
passion, curiosity and downright thoroughness, helped us achieve the level of stability we dreamed of. Again, thank you from
the bottom of our hearts! <3

See you soon on the other side! ^_^

-DYNAMIC MEDIA TRIAD-. New and Improved Demo Just Uploaded to Steam!!!:
Hello from Mexico.

We are thrilled to announce that we have just posted an updated version of the demo for Broken Reality. The demo is
essentially the first level of the game and is a much better representation of what we want the final game experience to be.

We are working hard to put the final touches on the game including testing. After you have played the new demo we would love
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if you can share your thoughts but more importantly make us aware of any bugs you encountered so we can quickly address
them.

The development journey for Broken Reality for the most part has been amazing, and we are super excited to be able to share
the full game with you shortly in the near future.

We apologize to our fans that have been anxiously awaiting the full release, that you will have to wait an additional 45 days. But
in the meantime, we hope you will enjoy the updated demo and appreciate our effort to try and make the full game an amazing
experience.

DEMO CHANGES:

*Added the ability to save your data, even within the Demo!
*Made great improvements to UI and graphical animations
*Re-hauled our character animation system
*Re-organized and improved audio engineering
*Re-wrote some dialogue

All of this to reflect the evolution of the game's quality. Improvements still coming to both the demo and the final release.

Thank you for your patience, more news very soon!
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